School Nursing Services

Because every school deserves a healthy student body

Available for Grades K-12!

Maintaining good physical health is a critical component of any student’s ability to learn.

At Catapult Learning, we believe that the physical well-being of your students — and the success of your school — go hand in hand. That’s why we offer a state-compliant nursing services program that’s fully customizable, enabling you to choose a level of service and staffing that aligns with your needs and funding resources.

Whether you want to fine-tune your existing nursing program, or introduce a turnkey plan that eases your administrative burden, we can help by offering...

- Health record maintenance
- Professional health monitoring
- Prevention and intervention guidance
- State-mandated screenings, including vision, hearing, and more
- Services for ill and injured students
- School personnel education of relevant medical issues

Staffing Options:
- Certified Nurses
- Program Directors & Supervisors

Catapult Learning

www.catapultlearning.com I 800-841-8730